For system identification, most sensor-placement strategies are based on the minimization of the modelparameter uncertainty. However, reducing the uncertainty in remaining-life prognosis of structures is often more relevant. This paper proposes an optimization strategy using utility theory and probabilistic behavior prognoses based on model falsification to support decisions related to monitoring interventions. This approach, illustrated by the full-scale case study of a bridge, allows quantification of the expected utility of measurement systems while also indicating the profitability of monitoring actions. In addition, this approach is able to determine when the expected performance of monitoring configurations is reduced due to over-instrumentation. The use of model falsification for system identification allows for explicit inclusion of engineering heuristics in this knowledge intensive task while also offering robustness to effects of systematic modeling errors that are associated with idealization of complex civil structures.
Background

71
This section presents a background in utility theory and system identification. Subsection 2.1 summarizes 72 decision making through the use of utility functions. Also, a general presentation of system identification 73 and how this task is solved through model falsification are made in Subsection 2.2. 
Utility theory
75
In the field of decision theory, a rational approach for evaluating potential alternative actions when 76 the consequences of choices are not known is the combination of utility theory with probabilities. When 77 making decisions under risk, the possible outcomes are evaluated through their utility and their probability of 78 occurrence [14] . A convenient manner to describe preferences among solutions is the utility function. Utility 79 functions provide a ranking of elements of a choice set. They describe the risk attitude of the decision maker.
80
Three types of risk attitudes are defined: (1) risk averse, (2) risk neutral, and (3) risk taking. A risk-averse 81 person has a preference for an income that is certain over an uncertain income with a larger expected value. Under uncertainty, between a certain but low income A and a higher expected income, a risk-averse person finds more useful the certain income than a risk-neutral and a risk-taking person. (b) Marginal utility depends on the magnitude of income. For example, when A = 0 $ and B = 1 $, the change in utility U(B) − U(A) will be much higher than if A = 100 $ and B = 101 $ in the case of a risk-averse behavior.
83
making decisions under risk, between a certain but low income A and a higher expected income, a risk-averse 84 person finds the certain income to be better than a risk-neutral and a risk-taking person. In addition, if, for 85 two incomes, A = 0 $ and B = 1 $, the change in utility U(B) − U(A) will be much higher than if A = 100 $ 86 and B = 101 $ in the case of a risk-averse behavior.
87
In the management of risky situations, where decisions are made under uncertainty, the expected utility 88 is usually assessed. Expected utility functions are commonly used in economics and finance to model human 89 behavior in relation with money. Utility functions have also been used to assess the engineering performance 90 in construction projects [6] , for structural inspection planning [5] and risk assessment of structural failure
91
[2]. 
System identification through model falsification
93
Throughout the text, standard variables and indexes are denoted by lower-case letters, e.g. "y, u, γ or θ".
94
Random variables are denoted by upper-case letters,"Y, U, Γ or Θ", and realizations of random variables are 95 denoted by "ỹ,ũ,γ orθ". Thus, a probability density function (PDF) is described by letter "f " (for example, 96 f U (u)). Estimations are denoted by a hat symbol, i.e. "ŷ" and average values by an over-line symbol, i.e.
97
"γ or θ". Vectors, matrices and sets are represented by bold characters, i.e. "y,ỹ, or Y". Matrices and 98 vectors are defined between square brackets and sets between braces.
99
The goal of system identification is to identify values of a vector of parameters θ = [θ 1 , θ 2 , · · · , θ n θ ] 100 that is used in a model class g(·) based on observations of the structural responsesŷ. In the context of are used to improve our knowledge of model parameters θ.
124
The model falsification procedure used here was proposed by Goulet and Smith [9] . This procedure in-
125
volves falsifying all model instances that are instantiations of parameter-value combination of θ for which the 126 resulting model prediction cannot explain measurement data given modeling and measurement uncertainties 127 U (from Eq. 1 and 2). It starts with a target reliability of identification φ and the generation of an initial set 128 of model instances Ω. Based on measurement locations i = 1, . . . , n y , the set of candidate models obtained 129 after falsification is defined by
where the lower and upper threshold bounds [u i,low , u i,high ] are implicitly defined through the PDF of the 131 combined uncertainties f Ui (u i ) of each measurement location i such that 
and it follows that residuals r i of Eq. (3) are defined so that
In Eq. (5), parameters γ m are uncertain and represent an uncertainty of model predictions. In order to 139 account for these uncertainties, secondary-parameter uncertainties are calculated as the deviation of model 140 predictions to the predictions including the average values γ m and are combined with the other uncertainties.
141
Consequently, the combined uncertainties U are defined using Eq. (5) such that
This formulation is valid for all forms of distributions. All model instances that have been falsified are 143 assigned a probability of 0 so that
and all parameter values not belonging to the falsified set, θ ∈ Ω , are labeled as candidate models and are
145
assigned an equal probability
Consequently, Θ is defined as the vector of random variables describing the candidate parameter values of 147 θ given measurement data,ŷ. Its PDF is 
where the function h(·) is a post-processing of predicted structural responses, where U h is a random variable Finally, the goal of this methodology is to provide a framework for optimizing measurement systems, x m 163 so that the expected utility of the unobserved quantities Z is maximized,
The utility function U(·) and the expected utility maximization framework are described in Section 3.2.
165
Practical application of the methodology proposed here will often lead to problems that are analytically 
where k = 70 2·10 6 · a in order to account for the damage equivalence factor that compensates for the simplified value is widely used in finance to determine the value of an expected income that occurs at a future date.
211
Usually, the present value is defined by
where t is the number of years between the present date and the date where the cost is worth c r and d is 213 the discount rate for a year that is adjusted for inflation.
214
When improving the remaining-fatigue-life estimation RFL j of a connection j through structural moni-
215
toring, the present value of the repair cost decreases as t increases. Depending on the cost of the measurement 216 system, it may or not be financially profitable to improve remaining-fatigue-life predictions. The total cost is 217 also related to the number of connections to be evaluated. The total cost Z of the monitoring that includes 218 the evaluation of n p critical connections that would need to be repaired is
where c m is the cost of monitoring including the cost of load tests, measurement instruments and data case. Note that Z is a random variable since it depends on the random variable RFL j . 
Measurement system optimization
223
The measurement system optimization is necessary to identify which structural responses to measure,
224
x m , so that the expected utility of Z is maximized. The expected utility is defined by
where the utility function U(z) includes the preference related to the values of z. In several practical cases,
226
U(z) is non-linear and its first derivative has monotonically decreasing values. A common utility function
227 for describing such a situation is the logarithmic function, ln z. However, since the goal of the methodology 228 is the maximization of the expected utility and since z is related to the cost of repair that needs to be 229 minimized, the expression of the utility is given by
With such definition, the utility of a measurement system decreases for increasing total cost z . identification of a candidate model set Ω . Then, the expected utility can be approximated by
wherez s is one of the n s realizations of Z obtained by evaluating the Eq. (11) so that
using samples simultaneously obtained for 
267
Along with the initial sensor configuration, a set of n sensor configurations is generated with all com-268 binations of n − 1 sensor locations. For each sensor configuration, the expected utility is computed. The 269 expected utility is calculated using n s draws of simulated measurements referring to the selected sensor 270 configuration. The initial population of model instances is used to randomly select a set of parametersθ s .
271
Then, candidate-model sets are determined by falsifying model instances of the initial population that are 272 not compatible with simulated measurements.
273
Once the expected value of each sensor configuration containing n − 1 sensors is computed and stored, the algorithm searches for the configurations of n − 1 sensors that maximize the expected utility. This 275 configuration refers to the removal of sensor location k. Since the location k refers to sensor removal among 276 n sensors that lead to the best performance, it is meaningful that the algorithm continues the search for the 277 best expected utility without this sensor location. Although this sensor is permanently removed, the sensor 278 configuration is stored for building the curve of maximal expected-utility solutions at the end of the process.
279
Thus, the process continues with n = n − 1 sensors. This process is repeated successively until a single 280 sensor remains. Then, the cost of each sensor configuration that has been computed to determine the 281 expected utility is used to remove solutions that are dominated by a better expected utility. In this way,
282
the optimal expected utility can be paired with its number of measurements including the number of load 283 configurations in order to select the optimal measurement system. This algorithm relies on a backward 284 sequential strategy. This algorithm has a O(n 2 ) complexity where n is the number locations times the 285 number of load configurations [7] .
286
When the optimal solution includes a sensor configuration and thus, an expected utility that is greater 
Case study
The example that is used to illustrate the measurement-system-design methodology is a composite-steel- 
310
The main assumption that is made is the simplification of the connection behavior using rotational springs 311 and pinned rigid beams such as illustrated in Figure 5 . Also, the connection between the concrete deck and The goal of this study is the determination of the best measurement system (load-test and sensor config- Table 1 . PDFs of secondary parameter random variables Γ are displayed 332 in Table 2 . These PDFs are estimated using engineering knowledge [23] . Note that the variability of profile In order to test the measurement-system-design methodology described in Section 3, four potential load it has been noted by previous studies that parameter values were more sensitive at those locations [23] .
345
The cost of a connection repair is assumed to be c r = $ 15 000 and the discount rate is taken to be 
350
The initial population of models is generated with 3 125 instances based on the uniform sampling of the 351 initial ranges displayed in Table 1 . This number of models is obtained by dividing the five initial ranges into five values. Parametrized sources of modeling uncertainties are displayed in Table 2 and are estimated using
353
Monte Carlo simulations for the potential load cases and measurement locations. Note that they already 354 include correlation estimates since they are evaluated through the FE model.
355
Other modeling and measurement uncertainties are presented in Table 3 
362
Model simplifications, mesh refinement and measurement repeatability are sources of uncertainty that 363 may have high interaction between measurement types and locations so that a high correlation is assigned.
364
Conversely, sensor resolution and cable losses induce uncertainties that are almost independent and therefore, 
367
The lower part of Table 3 summarizes also the uncertainty distributions for measurement errors. These 368 uncertainties are estimated using engineering heuristics and field conditions. They are combined with mod-369 eling uncertainties using Eq. (7) in order to determine the threshold bounds in the falsification process for and data interpretation are unprofitable. In addition, the methodology is able to identify an optimum 412 measurement system for six measurements. The measurement system that leads to the best expected utility 413 is obtained using two displacement sensors (D1 and D2) and one strain gage (S24) under LC-1 and LC-2.
414
In addition, it is shown that, beyond this optimum, adding more measurements will lead to over- 
Monitoring is unprofitable
Monitoring is profitable 0 Figure 11 : Expected utility in relation with load test costs for an illustrative example based on the Aarwangen Bridge. An optimum measurement system is found for six measurements. For a lesser number of measurements than this optimum, measurements are useful and profitable. Adding more measurements would reduce the efficiency of monitoring interventions and data interpretation even if the monitoring is profitable. For more than 30 measurements, monitoring becomes unprofitable. D1  D2  D3  D4  R5  R6  R7  R8  R9  R10  R11  R12  R13  S14  S15  S16  S17  S18  S19  S20  S21  S22  S23  S24  S25  S26  S27  S28  S29  S30  LC- .
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Discussion
The utility-based measurement-system-design strategy described in this paper involves the assumption 
430
In addition, the choice of a logarithmic function as the utility function may be also arbitrary. However,
431
the logarithmic function, apart from the advantage of describing a risk-averse behavior of the decision maker,
432
allows for assigning a larger expected utility to total cost Z that have less dispersion for equivalent expected 433 value such that a certain total cost has a higher utility than an uncertain total cost.
434
Compared with other approaches presented in Section 1, this methodology provides a direct evaluation uncertainty ranges in four steps from 0 to 100%. The same optimal solution was identified at each step.
450
However, sensitivities with respect to correlations and systematic biases were not studied and this is the 
Conclusions
453
The maximization of expected utility allows evaluation of expected improvements in critical limit states 454 such as fatigue reserve capacity in terms of future infrastructure repair costs. Conclusions are as follows:
455
• The utility-based measurement-system-design methodology proposed is able to quantify the optimal 456 expected utility of monitoring actions using remaining-fatigue-life estimations and cost considerations.
457
• This strategy successfully supports evaluations of whether or not monitoring actions are profitable and 458 when measurement-system performance becomes reduced by over-instrumentation.
459
• Through determining the expected utility of monitoring actions at the prognosis stage, this method-460 ology provides direct guidance related to decision making for structural management while current 461 approaches that are limited to optimization at the diagnosis-stage may not provide such support.
462
• The use of model falsification for system identification allows for explicit inclusion of engineering 
